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OVERVIEW

Modern 2-3 bedroom apartments in a new development
for sale in Jávea, Costa Blanca.

These 2-3 bedroom apartments are found within a modern new development in
Jávea. Completion 2025!

Garage and storage can be bought separately.

Given that such attention to detail is paid in the interior of the apartments within
this development, the exteriors warrant no less. Merging avant-garde trends and the
timeless elegance of more classical constructions, the façade features textures and
colours that blend in with the surroundings. All with the seal of quality of
Maíz+Herrada Arquitectos so that you can boast a home by a multi prize-winning
studio (including the National Prize for Housing Quality, awarded by the Ministry of
Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda).

To enjoy the backdrop of the Montgo Natural Park and the Mediterranean, there is a
spacious terrace in the apartment, leading off of the open-plan living room, dining
room and kitchen. 

Your home is conceived for you to enjoy complete comfort, surrounded by high-end
finishes and materials, whether you are resting in your bedroom or preparing your
favourite dishes.

The apartment has an aerothermal system which provides the home with the
following advantages:

Gas will not be necessary, so you will not have to arrange connection or incur the
associated costs.
Maintenance is much lower than for solar panels.
It is a more eco-friendly system, whereby you will contribute to looking after the
environment without any effort on your part.
It produces no waste or exhaust gases.
Aerothermal systems are up to 5 times more efficient than traditional systems.

lucasfox.com/go/jav40628

Swimming Pool, Garden, Private garage,
Parking, Modernist building,
Transport nearby, Storage room, New build,
Heating, Gated Community,
Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Built-in wardrobes, Balcony,
Air conditioning
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Together with the aerothermal system, the blocks will also be fitted with double
glazing to improve your thermal and noise comfort, also contributing to reducing
your energy consumption, so your monthly bills are much cheaper.

Please feel free to contact us for further information.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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